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INDUSTRIAL DAMAGE IN GERMANY

Recent reconnaissance of Kiel has produced evidence both of new and

old damage in the docks and shipyards there. A report had reached this

country that in the middle of February 1942, a bomb fell on a very important

assembly shed in the great Marinewerft which at the present time, like all

the shipyards in Kiel, ismainly engaged in building submarines. Clearer

photographs than could previously be obtained, now show that, in fact, the

roof of this shed has recently been, repaired extensively. To what extent work

is now going on inside the shed can only be conjectured. It was reported that

the bombs fell on a night when there was a good deal of cloud: our bombers took

Kiel by complete surprise and there were many casualties among the night workers.

Later in February, on the night of the 25th, photographs taken during an

attack showed a fire on or around a liner in the inner construction basin at

Kiel. She was a big ship, some 500 feet long, and was believed to be serving

as a depot ship for some of the members of the crew of the Gneisenau who slept
in her every night. Daylight photographs taken later showed some damage, but

the most recent photographs showed the vessel completely burnt out with her

superstructure gone, and with damage by fire on the quayside as well.

Another great submarine ship building base, the Krupp Germania yards,
has recently been hit by Bomber Command, Two bays of the angle and plate

laying sheds, which form a large and important part of the shipyards, have been

destroyed during April by a direct hit. Those same sheds were damaged during
attacks at the end of last year and repairs to them had only Just been finished

when they were hit again. Other recent damage in Kiel includes two main shops
in a wire cable factory, which were completely gutted by fire.

In Cologne, the Humboldt Deutz works, on the east bank of the Rhine, have

been hit in the course of recent attacks on industrial parts of the city.
Reconnaissance has shown that nine bays of a large multiple-bay factory building
are completely burnt out and five or six smaller buildings are damaged: these

buildings all lie in the north east corner of the Humboldt Deutz works,

Part of a large shop elsewhere in the works has been gutted.

These works produce mainly Diesol engines for submarines. It is almost

as important in this respect as the M.A.N. factory at Augsburg and anything which

will hold up production in a factory so vital to the German navy must be counted,

as a victory by the R.A.F. No component part of a submarine takes so long to

make as a Diesel engine, and any delay in their production will keep submarines

waiting uselessly on the submarine slips. The damage to the Humboldt works may
not be as serious as the damage inflicted on the Augsburg factory in the great
daylight attack by low flying Lancasters, but it is another effective counter

blow in the Battle of the Atlantic. Together with the damage at Kiel, such

blows cannot fail to have a cumulative effect.

In Rolshoren, a near suburb of Cologne, two large shops in the south west

part of the Citroen motor works h ave been gutted. A stick of bombs has fallen

across the railway close at hand.

Many warehouses in the inland dock area of Cologne have been damaged.

On the East side of the Industrie Hafen a warehouse, 160 by 50 feet, is gutted,
while on the west side a whole group of warehouses appear from photographs to be
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damaged by fire. There is damage in the Eifeltor goods yard, including a

signal box which has been demolished. In the gasworks in the Ehrenfeld

district of Cologne, a shed nearly 400 feet long and another alongside, 120

feet long, are both completely gutted.

At the eastern end of the Ruhr a large steel works engaged in construction-

al engineering work has been severely damaged. This is a large group of

buildings on the south side of the Weissenburg Strasse, in Dortmund, Two

adjoining buildings, one 250 feet by 210 feet and the other 440 feet by 120,

feet, are extensively damaged, .especially at their north east end where, a.

heavy bomb hit them. There has been a good deal of clearance here. More

than half the roof of a neighbouring building has been stripped. Some 10,000

square yards of another building is being repaired and 8,000 square feet of yet
.Another building has been .stripped. Factory buildings further to the. south'

west have, lost a considerable part of their roof covering. Damage like' this ■
very effectively interrupts production. Though the photographs of this factory

were taken some time after the last date' when it can have been bombed, there is

no sign of any activity but repair, and no smoke is coming from any of its

chimneys. A power station Just to the north west of the factory is obviously

active, and, with' a cloud of smoko over it, makes; a marked contrast with the

idle steelworks.
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